$50,000 REWARD

Actual suspect vehicle

The Los Angeles Police Department is seeking information regarding the identity of Fatal Hit and Run Suspect. The City of Los Angeles is offering a $50,000 reward for information leading to the identity, arrest and prosecution of the suspect responsible for the death of Rufino Miranda. DR#191228172

Summary: On December 4, 2019, at approximately 9:30 P.M, Mr. Miranda was crossing eastbound Avalon Bl. south of 81st St., when he was struck by a vehicle who was traveling southbound on Avalon Bl. The suspect failed to stop, identify him/her self, or render aid to Mr. Miranda. The suspect fled southbound Avalon to westbound 82nd St. Mr. Miranda was transported by LAFD to California Hospital where he later died from his injuries.

For further information, contact Detective Flannery, No.36629 at LAPD, South Traffic Division, CIFU, Office, (323) 421-2500.
Email: 36629@lapd.online

After hours call South Traffic Division Watch Commander at (323)421-2577. If you would like to remain anonymous you can contact Crime Stoppers at 1-800-222-TIPS (8477) or www.lacrimестoppers. Org
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